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DRAFT MOTION 

Be prepared to raise any questions/issues with processes unfolding on campus to submit 

rationales for retained courses by the January 31 deadline.  

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COUNCIL 

 

 

AGENDA ITEM:  4 – F 

 

DATE:  January 25, 2018 

 

****************************************************************************** 

 

SUBJECT 

Obsolete Course Review 

 

CONTROLLING STATUTE, RULE, OR POLICY 

Academic Affairs Guidelines Section 1 – Courses and Curriculum 

 

BACKGROUND / DISCUSSION 

On December 22 campuses received an email (see Attachment I) that included a set of 

Obsolete Courses identified for their institution that have not been offered over during the 

past four years.  The approach for working through the elimination of obsolete courses was 

discussed during the November 2016 AAC meeting, and a deadline of providing 

justifications for retaining common and unique courses was set for January 31.  

 

IMPACT AND RECOMMENDATION 

Once this deadline arrives, steps will be taken to begin inactivating obsolete courses 

without a rationale for retaining them in the common course catalog.  AAC members 

should be prepared to raise any questions/issues they are experiencing as they work through 

the list established for their campus.  

 

ATTACHMENTS 

Attachment I – AAC Emailing Detailing Obsolete Course Review Process 

 

https://www.sdbor.edu/administrative-offices/academics/academic-affairs-guidelines/Pages/1-Courses-and-Curriculum.aspx


Turman, Paul

From: Turman, Paul
Sent: Friday, December 22, 2017 2:35 PM
To: Alan Lafave (Alan.LaFave@northern.edu); Beth Freeburg (Beth.Freeburg@usd.edu); 

Chris Crawford (chris.crawford@bhsu.edu); Kouris, Demitris A. 
(Demitris.Kouris@sdsmt.edu); Dennis Hedge (Dennis.Hedge@sdstate.edu); Jay Perry 
(Jay.Perry@sdbor.edu); Jim Moran (jim.moran@usd.edu); Joelle Lien 
(Joelle.Lien@northern.edu); Dittman, Judy (Judy.Dittman@dsu.edu); Katie Hubbart 
(Katie.Hubbart@sdbor.edu); Katie Maley (Katie.maley@sdbor.edu); Helling, Mary 
(Mary.Helling@SDSTATE.EDU); Card, Michael (Michael.Card@usd.edu); Molly Hall-
Marting (Molly.Hall-Martin@sdbor.edu); Paul Turman (Paul.Turman@sdbor.edu); Scott 
McKay (Scott.McKay@dsu.edu); Tasha Dannenbring (Tasha.Dannenbring@sdbor.edu)

Subject: Obsolete Course Spreadsheet - Responses Due January 31st
Attachments: USD Potentially Obsolete Courses.xlsx; BHSU Potentially Obsolete Courses.xlsx; DSU 

Potentially Obsolete Courses.xlsx; NSU Potentially Obsolete Courses.xlsx; SDSMT 
Potentially Obsolete Courses.xlsx; SDSU Potentially Obsolete Courses.xlsx

Good afternoon, 

During the November 2017 AAC meeting, I brought back a list of obsolete courses for review and discussion 
by the council. Two issues of importance were discussed including: 1) a desire to shift from a five year window 
to a four year window; and 2) holding on the comprehensive review of x9x courses at this time.  Considering 
this feedback, we have developed a list of obsolete courses that have not been taught at your institution during 
the past four years.  The attached excel file for your institution has a tab for both common and unique courses, 
and x9x courses.  At this point, I would like each institution to review the list of common and unique courses, 
and for those that you wish to retain present a rationale for my review.  In those instances were no rationale is 
presented, we will move forward with removing the course from the common course catalog.  For x9x courses, 
we will plan to have further discussion about these specific courses and work to develop a framework for 
cleaning up those that are also considered obsolete sometime during the spring term. 

I would like campuses responses to this query by Wednesday January 31.  If you have questions as things move 
forward, please feel free to contact me directly.  Best regards. 

Paul Turman, Ph.D. 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
South Dakota Board of Regents 
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